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Single-Loop Knots

A single-loop knot is useful when you need to throw a rope over something such as a post (to
t ie up a boat, for example), or when you need to at tach something to a loop of  rope (as in rock
climbing), etc.

If  you don't  t ie knots in rope very of ten then it  might be dif f icult  to remember which knot to use,
and how to t ie it  properly, when you need a loop. Therefore, it 's a good idea to learn one or two
good knots which you can remember easily.

For a mid-line loop or an end-line loop, my current preference is the double-wrapped Flying
Bowline, although sometimes I use the Alpine Butterf ly. When I need to pass a rope around an
object  and t ie of f  the end, I usually use the Adjustable Grip Hitch. I've never had problems with
slipping or jamming using these knots, but this doesn't  mean that they're the best knots for you
to use.
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Pract ice tying your favorite knots periodically (f rom dif ferent angles) so that you'll remember
how to t ie them when you need them.

Here are some single-loop knots:

1. Alpine Butterf ly or Butterf ly Loop or Lineman's Loop or ABOK #1053  
The Alpine Butterf ly is generally considered to be one of  the strongest and most secure
loop knots.

Method #1 
Give the rope two twists as in the f irst  picture, which creates two loops (it  doesn't  matter
which direct ion you twist). Put your hand through the upper loop (picture 2), then put your
f ingers through the other loop (picture 3). Bring the upper loop over to your f ingers
(pictures 3 and 4), then grab the upper loop with your thumb and f inger and pull your hand
all the way out. In picture 5, the loop that you pulled through the knot is now hanging
down at the bottom. Dress and set the knot (picture 6). This looks a lit t le complicated
when it 's captured in pictures, but it 's actually quite simple and quick to do. If  you pull the
two ends in opposite direct ions then the knot will form itself  into the conf igurat ion which
is more familiar to many people (picture 7).

-1 -2 -3 

-4 

-5 -6 -7

Method #2 
Wrap the rope several t imes around your hand so that you have three strands of  rope
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laying on the palm of your hand (picture 1 below). Grab the lef t -most strand (#1 in picture
1) and bring it  all the way to the right  over the other two strands (pictures 1 and 2). Once
again grab the lef t -most strand (#2 in picture 3) and bring it  all the way to the right  over
the other two strands (pictures 3 and 4). Af ter bringing strand #2 over the other two
strands, push it  back to the lef t  under  the other two strands (picture 5). Now dress the
knot so that strand #2 becomes the loop, keeping strands 3 and 1 in the same order as
they are in picture 5. The dressed knot should look like picture 6 above. Since strand #2
will become the loop, you can resize it  before you push it  to the lef t  under the other two
strands.

There are other ways to t ie an Alpine Butterf ly using a method similar to this, but  I prefer
this method for two reasons. First , it 's easier to remember because you always pick up the
lef t -most strand and bring it  all the way to the right  over the other two strands. Second, it
automat ically results in a well-dressed knot because it  puts strands 1 and 3 into the
proper posit ions so that you end up with the knot in picture 6 above.

-1 -2 

-3 -4 

-5

Method #3 
For another way to t ie the Alpine Butterf ly, see Animated Knots by Grog.

Method #4 
To t ie an Alpine Butterf ly around an object , f irst  t ie an Overhand Knot (picture 1 below),
then pass the end of  the rope around the object  and insert  the end of  the rope into the
Overhand Knot to form a Slip Knot (picture 2). Bring the end of  the rope over the main part
of  the rope and around the knot (picture 3), then behind the loop (picture 4), then insert  it
into the knot so that it  follows the main part  of  the rope (picture 5). Af ter you dress and
set the knot (picture 6), it  should look similar to picture 6 above.
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-4 -5 

-6

KnotMaker drawing of  picture 5:

Method #5 
For another way to t ie the Alpine Butterf ly, see The Hybrid Method Of Tying The Alpine
Butterf ly.

The Alpine Butterf ly is fairly easy and quick to t ie, and it 's generally considered to be as
strong and secure as the Double-Knotted Bowline and the Figure-Eight Loop. Dressing
this knot is quick and easy, and it 's fairly easy to unt ie af ter it  has been under a strain
(unlike the Figure-Eight Loop).

Ashley says that "It  has an excellent  lead and is strong, secure, and easily t ied; a better
knot in every way than the Harness Loop." (The Ashley Book of Knots , p.190, #1053).

According to Budworth, the Alpine Butterf ly "can be pulled in two (or even three) direct ions
at once without distort ing or capsizing. ... 'If  the Bowline is "the King of  Knots",' wrote John
Sweet in his book Scout Pioneering (1974), 'this must surely be the "Queen".'" (The
Complete Book of Knots, p.86-87).

Budworth also says that if  your rope is damaged then you can isolate the damaged area
by tying an Alpine Butterf ly around it  (The Complete Book of Knots , p.86).

So the Alpine Butterf ly is generally considered to be one of  the strongest and most secure
loop knots that can be t ied in the middle of  a rope or at  the end of  a rope. It  can be pulled
in two or three direct ions without distort ing, and it  can be used to strengthen a damaged
rope by isolat ing the damaged area. The Alpine Butterf ly can also be t ied as a mult i-loop
knot, and it  can be used to t ie a rope around an object , and it  can be used as a bend.
These things make the Alpine Butterf ly a very versat ile and valuable knot to know.
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2. Bowline or ABOK #1010  
The Bowline has been called "the King of  Knots," and it 's used around the world in one
form or another.

Method #1 
First  make a small loop so that the rope crosses over on top of  itself , then bring the end
of the rope up through that small loop (picture 1). Bring the end of  the rope around behind
the main part  of  the rope and insert  it  into the small loop (picture 2). Dress and set the
knot (picture 3).

-1 -2 -3

KnotMaker drawing of  picture 2:

Method #2 
Here's a quick method of  tying a Bowline. First  pass the end of  the rope around an object ,
then make a loose Half  Hitch around the main part  of  the rope as in picture 1 below
(not ice that the end of  the rope crosses over on top of  itself  as it  forms a loop). Pull on
the end of  the rope, and the Half  Hitch will be t ransferred to the main part  of  the rope
(picture 2). You should now have the same conf igurat ion as in picture 1 above.

-1 -2

Method #3 
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Here's another quick method of  tying a Bowline. First  form a loop, making sure that the
end of  the rope lies on top of  the main part  of  the rope (picture 1 below). Grab the rope
where it  crosses itself , with your thumb underneath and your f ingers on top (picture 2). Flip
your hand over so that your f ingers and the end of  the rope go inside the loop (picture 3).
You should now have the same conf igurat ion as in the original picture 1 above.

-1 -2 -3

Method #4 
Here's an interest ing way to t ie a Bowline. Pass the end of  the rope around an object , then
t ie a loose Slip Knot in the main part  of  the rope as in picture 1 below. Pass the end of  the
rope through the Slip Knot in the direct ion shown in picture 2. Pull on the main part  of  the
rope, and the knot will capsize into a Bowline.

-1 -2 -3

Some people feel that  the Bowline weakens a rope too much, but other people say that
they've been using the Bowline for years with no problems, even when towing heavy loads
or when lif t ing (or lowering) injured people to safety. However, the Bowline can loosen up
when there's no load on it  (especially in some synthet ic ropes), which increases the
possibility of  it  coming undone or distort ing. For a discussion of  some ways to "lock" a
Bowline to make it  more secure, see the forum topic called Simple lock for the bowline at
the Internat ional Guild of  Knot Tyers.

According to Ashley, "Properly t ied in ordinary rope, there is lit t le or no danger of  a Bowline
Knot 's capsizing before the breaking point  of  the rope itself  is reached. It  is so good a
knot that  the sailor seldom uses any other Loop Knot aboard ship." (The Ashley Book of
Knots, p.186, #1010).

Budworth says that "It  is far f rom the strongest loop knot, reducing the breaking strength
of any stuf f  in which it  is t ied by as much as 40%. Nor is it  very secure, part icularly when
the rope is st if f  or slippery, when it  has been known to capsize (if  excessively loaded) or
alternat ively to spring or shake itself  apart  (when unloaded). Nevertheless the bowline can
be used for a wide range of  jobs, f rom securing the string before tying a parcel, to
outdoor pursuits such as climbing. When I was a Metropolitan Police f rogman in the
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1960's, my colleagues and I t ied the line around our waists with a simple bowline. The
working end (deliberately made long) was then tucked several t imes around the adjacent
part  of  the loop to secure it . Climbers' manuals advise their readers to f inish of f  such tucks
with one or two half -hitches (made in the opposite direct ion to the twist) for even greater
security and peace of  mind." (The Complete Book of Knots , p.36).

The Bowline has a long history and a long track record of  safe use when properly t ied, and
it 's useful in a wide variety of  situat ions. The Bowline can also be t ied as a mult i-loop knot,
and it  can be used to t ie a rope around an object , and it  can be used as a bend. These
things make the Bowline a versat ile and valuable knot to know.

 

3. Carrick Loop 
For some thoughts on turning the Carrick Bend into a loop knot, see the forum topics
called Carrick Bend adapted as end of  line loop? and The Carrick Loop at  the Internat ional
Guild of  Knot Tyers.

 

4. Constrictor Loop 
For some thoughts on turning the Constrictor Knot  into a loop knot, see the forum topic
called Compact loop on a bight!? at  the Internat ional Guild of  Knot Tyers.

 

5. Double Dragon 
The Double Dragon was shown to me by Paul Kruse, an engineer at  an industrial rigging
shop.

The Alpine Butterf ly is generally considered to be one of  the strongest and most secure
loop knots, and in Paul's experience and test ing at  his rigging shop, the Double Dragon
seems to rival the Alpine Butterf ly in strength, security, reliability, and so on. They use this
knot quite f requent ly at  his company.

Method #1 
First  create two bights as in picture 1, then wrap the end of  the rope twice around the
lower bight to create a big loop on the lef t  and a small loop on the right  (picture 2). Bring
the big loop (on the lef t ) over the knot and push it  through the small loop on the right
(picture 3), then dress and set the knot (picture 4).

-1 -2 

-3 -4

KnotMaker drawing of  pictures 1, 2, and 3:
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Method #2 
This is a variat ion for tying a Double Dragon around an object . Af ter you wrap the end of
the rope around an object  (picture 1), make a loop around your f ingers with the main part
of  the rope (picture 2). Flip the loop over (grab the bottom of the loop and bring it  towards
you and up unt il it  becomes the top of  the loop) and place it  back onto your f ingers to
form a "collar" around the rope (picture 3), then thread the end of  the rope back through
that "collar" (picture 4). Now bring the end of  the rope over the top of  the upper two
sect ions of  rope on your f ingers (picture 5), and wrap the end of  the rope twice around
those two upper sect ions of  rope (picture 6). Dress and set the knot (picture 7).

-1 -2 -3

-4 -5 

-6 -7

One nice thing about tying the Double Dragon around an object  is that  it  doesn't  require
tying any kind of  knot before passing the end of  the rope around the object  (similar to the
Bowline, but unlike the Alpine Butterf ly and the Rethreaded Figure-Eight Loop).

The Double Dragon is fairly easy to remember how to t ie, and it 's easy and quick to t ie,
and it  seems to be as strong and secure as the Alpine Butterf ly and the Double-Knotted
Bowline and the Figure-Eight Loop (which are all generally considered to be equal in
strength).
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Budworth says that if  your rope is damaged, you can isolate the damaged area by tying an
Alpine Butterf ly around it  (The Complete Book of Knots , p.86), and the same might be true
for the Double Dragon. However, there has been some discussion on the forum of the
Internat ional Guild of  Knot Tyers concerning the use of  the Double Dragon as a mid-line
loop because the knot might become dif f icult  to unt ie if  it  has been under a heavy strain
(for example, see the forum topic called Double Dragon vs. Double-tucked Angler).

The Double Dragon is actually a double-wrapped Tugboat Bowline.

If  you t ie a Double-Knotted Bowline and pass the end of  the rope back through the top of
the knot (so that it  follows the path of  the main part  of  the rope), then you've t ied a
reversed Double Dragon.

The Double Dragon can also be t ied as a mult i-loop knot, and it  can be used to t ie a rope
around an object , and it  can be used as a bend.

 

6. Double-Knotted Bowline or Double Bowline or Round Turn Bowline or ABOK #1013  
Adding a second small loop to a basic Bowline gives it  essent ially the same strength rat ing
as the Alpine Butterf ly and the Figure-Eight Loop. Some people refer to this knot as the
Double Bowline, which might be confusing because "Double Bowline" is also a good
descript ion for a double-loop Bowline.

Method #1 

-1 -2 -3

KnotMaker drawing of  picture 2:

Method #2 
For another way to t ie the Double-Knotted Bowline, see Double Bowline (rapid / slip knot
method).

According to Budworth, "If  the [bowline] will have to withstand rough treatment, t ie the
double bowline (f igs 8-9). This has a breaking strength of  70-75% and is therefore
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stronger and far more secure than a basic bowline." (The Complete Book of Knots , p.37,
brackets added).

Also see the Water Bowline (below), which is somewhat similar to the Double-Knotted
Bowline. The dif ference is that  the two small loops in the Water Bowline form a Clove
Hitch.

Again, the Bowline is a valuable knot to know, and the Double-Knotted Bowline increases
the Bowline's strength up to the level of  the Alpine Butterf ly and the Figure-Eight Loop.

 

7. Farmer's Loop or ABOK #1054  
The Farmer's Loop can be t ied around the hand similar to Method #2 for tying the Alpine
Butterf ly (above). First  wrap the rope several t imes around your hand so that you have
three strands of  rope laying on the palm of your hand (picture 1). Grab the middle strand
(#2 in picture 1) and bring it  to the right  over strand #3 (picture 2). Once again grab the
middle strand (#3 in picture 2) and bring it  to the lef t  over strand #1 (picture 3). Once again
grab the middle strand (#1 in picture 3) and bring it  to the right  over strand #2 (picture 4).
Once again grab the middle strand (#2 in picture 4) and pull it  out  (picture 5) so that it
becomes the loop for this loop knot. Dress and set the knot (picture 6).

-1 -2 -3 

-4 -5 -6

There's not much informat ion out there concerning the strength or security of  the
Farmer's Loop.

 

8. Figure-Eight Loop or Figure-Eight on a Bight or Flemish Loop or ABOK #1047  
The Figure-Eight Loop is generally considered to be 10-15% stronger than the basic
Bowline and essent ially the same strength as the Alpine Butterf ly and the Double-Knotted
Bowline.

Method #1 
Simply double the rope and then t ie a basic Figure-Eight Knot (picture 1). Make sure to
dress the knot properly so that all of  the strands of  rope are parallel to each other and
don't  cross over each other unnecessarily (picture 2).
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-1 -2

KnotMaker drawing of  picture 1:

Method #2 
An alternate way to t ie the Figure-Eight Loop is called the Rethreaded Figure-Eight Loop
or the Rewoven Figure-Eight Loop or the Retraced Figure-Eight Loop or the Figure-Eight
Follow-Through. First  t ie a basic Figure-Eight Knot in the rope (picture 1 below), then pass
the end of  the rope around an object  (picture 2). Now thread the end of  the rope back
through all of  the twists and turns of  the Figure-Eight Knot (pictures 3 and 4). If  you do
this properly then you'll end up with a Figure-Eight Loop. Make sure to dress the knot
properly so that all of  the strands of  rope are parallel to each other and don't  cross over
each other unnecessarily (picture 5).

-1 -2 -3 -4
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The Rethreaded Figure-Eight Loop isn't  dif f icult , but  it 's not a "quick" knot to t ie. It  has all
of  the strength and security of  the Figure-Eight Loop, and it 's used frequent ly by rock
climbers. However, people have had serious accidents by not properly rethreading the
Figure-Eight Knot (for example, see SILT HAPPENS #99-2 and do a Find on "Figure 8's vs.
Bowlines").

Ashley says that this knot is "perhaps stronger than [the Overhand Loop]. Neither of
these knots is used at  sea, as they are hard to unt ie." (The Ashley Book of Knots , p.190,
#1047, brackets added).

According to Budworth, "the f igure eight knot layout is a versat ile alternat ive to a bowline,
a bowline in the bight or a t riple bowline ... Remove any twists so that paired parts of  the
knot are parallel with one another. For maximum strength, climbers recommend that the
standing bight [the f irst  turn f rom the main part  of  the rope] ... should lie on the outside of
the bend" (The Complete Book of Knots , p.88, brackets added).

This knot is easy to remember how to t ie, and it 's easy to t ie, and it 's generally considered
to be strong and secure. However, this knot has some disadvantages. For one thing,
dressing the knot properly is not always a quick thing to do. If  the knot is not properly
dressed (in other words, if  the rope crosses over itself  unnecessarily) then it  will weaken
the rope more than you might realize. Another big disadvantage is that  this knot is dif f icult
to unt ie af ter it  has been under a strain.

The Figure-Eight Loop can also be t ied as a mult i-loop knot, and it  can be used to t ie a
rope around an object , and it  can be used as a bend.

 

9. Inline Figure-Eight Loop or Direct ional Figure-Eight Knot or Single Bowline on the
Bight or ABOK #1058 
This is another form of a Figure-Eight Loop.

-1 -2 -3

KnotMaker drawing of  picture 2:
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The Inline Figure-Eight Loop can be t ied in the middle of  a rope when you don't  have
access to the ends of  the rope, and it 's less bulky than the Figure-Eight Loop, and it
passes more easily over a pulley or an obstruct ion than other loop knots. However, there
isn't  much data to indicate how strong or reliable this knot is.

 

10. Left-Hand Bowline or Dutch Marine Bowline or Cowboy Bowline or ABOK #1034.5

KnotMaker drawing:

Ashley says that this is dist inct ly inferior to the basic Bowline (The Ashley Book of Knots ,
p.188, #1034.5), but  not everyone agrees with Ashley's opinion. For example, it 's possible
that this knot is more secure in shock cord than the basic Bowline, as ment ioned on the
forum of the Internat ional Guild of  Knot Tyers.

 

11. Manharness Loop or Harness Loop or Art illery Loop or ABOK #1050  
This is another loop knot which can be t ied in the middle of  a rope or at  the end of  a rope.
In picture 1, the end of  the rope is completely underneath the loop (in other words, this is
not an Overhand Knot in picture 1).
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-1 -2 -3

KnotMaker drawing of  picture 2:

Ashley says that the Alpine Butterf ly is "a better knot in every way than the Harness
Loop." (The Ashley Book of Knots , p.190, #1053).

This knot is very similar to the Tugboat Bowline (below).

 

12. Overhand Loop or ABOK #1009  
This is another loop knot which can be t ied in the middle of  a rope. To t ie this knot, simply
double the rope and then t ie an Overhand Knot.

-1 -2

KnotMaker drawing of  picture 1:
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Ashley says that the Figure-Eight Loop is "perhaps stronger than [the Overhand Loop].
Neither of  these knots is used at  sea, as they are hard to unt ie." (The Ashley Book of
Knots, p.190, #1047, brackets added).

This knot is easy to remember and easy to t ie, but  it  can be very dif f icult  to unt ie af ter it
has been under a strain.

 

13. Perfect ion Loop (Angler's Loop, ABOK #1017, ABOK #1035) and Tugboat Bowline
(Flying Bowline) 
Since the Perfect ion Loop and the Tugboat Bowline are so similar to each other, I'll show
them both here in order to make the dif ferences easier to see. There are two main knots
which are sometimes referred to as the Tugboat Bowline, so I'll call them "Tugboat A" and
"Tugboat B."

These three knots are shown in the order of  "worst" (Tugboat A) then "better" (Tugboat
B) then "best" (Perfect ion Loop), based on the discussion of  these knots on the forum of
the Internat ional Guild of  Knot Tyers.

To t ie these knots, start  as in picture 1 and then wrap the end of  the rope once around by
bringing it  down behind the rope and back up over the rope (picture 2). You now have a
loop on the lef t  and a bight on the right . Grab the loop and bring it  to the right  over the
end of  the rope, then tuck it  through the bight on the right  (picture 3) to become the main
loop (picture 4).

Tugboat A (pictures 1, 2, and 3): 

-1 -2 

-3

Tugboat B (pictures 1, 2, and 3): 

-1 -2 
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Perfect ion Loop (pictures 1, 2, and 3): 

-1 -2 

-3

 

KnotMaker drawings of  pictures 1, 2, and 3: 

Tugboat A: Tugboat B: Perfect ion Loop:

 

Tugboat A (f ront and back): 

-4 -5

Tugboat B (f ront and back): 
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Perfect ion Loop (f ront and back): 

-4 -5

The Perfect ion Loop is said to be stable as shown above. However, it  has a tendency to
jam (i.e. it  can become dif f icult  to unt ie), which is necessary for f ishermen but not always a
good thing in rope. Tugboat A is prone to deforming and capsizing, so it  needs to have the
end of  the rope wrapped a second t ime around in order to be stable (forming the Double
Dragon, which is a strong and secure knot). Tugboat B benef its f rom a second wrap as
well.

Tugboat A with a second wrap (i.e. the Double Dragon): 

Tugboat B with a second wrap: 

The Tugboat Bowline is apparent ly referred to as the Speed Bowline in Knot Throwing by
Bill Fry and Becky Rosada. Tugboat B is somet imes referred to as the Flying Bowline.

In picture 3 of  Tugboat A, if  you take the main loop and give it  a twist  then you'll have the
Art illery Loop.

In picture 1 of  Tugboat B, if  you give the loop a twist  then you'll have picture 1 for the
Perfect ion Loop.

Not ice that the Perfect ion Loop and the Tugboat Bowline(s) can be t ied "in the bight,"
which means that they can be t ied in the middle of  the rope without using the ends of  the
rope.

For a discussion of  these knots, see the forum topic called Tugboat Bowline(s) and
Perfect ion Loop at  the Internat ional Guild of  Knot Tyers.
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14. Tugboat Bowline or Flying Bowline

See the Perfect ion Loop (above).

 

15. Versa Vice Loop

See the Vice Versa Bend.

 

16. Water Bowline or ABOK #1012  
Adding a second small loop to a Bowline (picture 1), then passing the end of  the rope
through both small loops (picture 2), adds more security to the Bowline. It  also makes the
Bowline less likely to jam when wet, hence the name of this knot.

Method #1 

-1 -2 -3

Draw up both small loops snugly together when dressing the knot (picture 3), but  don't  be
concerned if  the small loops separate f rom each other during use. You can use Method #3
for tying the Bowline in order to create the lower loop of  the Water Bowline, then use the
same method to create the upper loop.

Method #2 
For another way to t ie the Water Bowline, see Water Bowline (rapid / slip knot method) .

KnotMaker drawing of  picture 2:

For a discussion of  some other ways to "lock" a Bowline to make it  more secure, see the
forum topic called Simple lock for the bowline at  the Internat ional Guild of  Knot Tyers.

Also see the Double-Knotted Bowline (above), which is somewhat similar to the Water
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Bowline. The dif ference is that  the two small loops in the Water Bowline form a Clove
Hitch.

Again, the Bowline is a valuable knot to know, and the Water Bowline adds security and
jam-resistance to a Bowline.

 

17. Zeppelin Loop 
For some thoughts on turning the Zeppelin Bend into a loop knot, see the forum topics
called For those familiar with Zeppelin Loop and Zeppelin Bend  and Zeppelin, a rule of
thumb at the Internat ional Guild of  Knot Tyers, as well as Rosendahl's Zeppelin Loop on
YouTube.

 

Summary

The Inline Figure-Eight Loop (Direct ional Figure-Eight Knot) is used by some climbers, but there's
not much data to indicate how strong and secure it  is. Similarly, there's not much data to
indicate how strong and secure the Farmer's Loop is. The Left-Hand Bowline is somet imes
regarded as being less secure than the basic Bowline, but not everyone agrees on this point .
The Manharness Loop (Harness Loop, Art illery Loop) is not as good as the Alpine Butterf ly,
according to Ashley. The Overhand Loop is somet imes used for quick and simple loops, but it 's
dif f icult  to unt ie if  it  has been under a strain.

The Perfect ion Loop (Angler's Loop) and the Tugboat Bowline (Flying Bowline) are very similar
to each other, and there are two knots which are sometimes referred to as the Tugboat
Bowline. The Perfect ion Loop is said to be stable. However, it  has a tendency to jam (i.e. it  can
become dif f icult  to unt ie), which is necessary for f ishermen but not always a good thing in rope.
Tugboat A is prone to deforming and capsizing, so it  needs to have the end of  the rope
wrapped a second t ime around in order to be stable (forming the Double Dragon, which is a
strong and secure knot). Tugboat B (Flying Bowline) benef its f rom a second wrap as well.

The three single-loop knots which are ment ioned the most by climbers, cavers, rescue workers,
etc., as having the highest strength rat ings and usefulness are the Alpine Butterf ly, the Bowline,
and the Figure-Eight Loop. There are dif ferences of  opinion about the strength and security of
the basic Bowline, but it  seems to be generally agreed that the Double-Knotted Bowline has
essent ially the same strength and security as the Alpine Butterf ly and the Figure-Eight Loop.
Therefore, all three of  these are valuable knots to know.

The Figure-Eight Loop (Figure-Eight on a Bight, Flemish Loop) is easy to t ie, but  it  tends to
require more t ime to dress properly than the other two popular loops. If  you don't  dress and set
it  properly then it  can weaken the rope more than you might realize. It 's also dif f icult  to unt ie
af ter it  has been under a strain. One advantage with this knot is that  it  can be t ied in the middle
of a rope (when you don't  have access to the ends of  the rope), unlike the Double-Knotted
Bowline. This is a popular knot among climbers, but it  has some disadvantages which the Alpine
Butterf ly does not have.

The Double Dragon appears to be as strong and secure as the Alpine Butterf ly and the Figure-
Eight Loop. It 's fairly quick and easy to t ie and dress, and it  doesn't  require any kind of  init ial knot
when it 's t ied around an object  (similar to the Bowline, but unlike the Alpine Butterf ly and the
Figure-Eight Loop). However, it  appears to jam (i.e. it  can be dif f icult  to unt ie) if  both ends of  the
rope have been under a heavy strain.

The Bowline (the "King of  Knots") has a long track record, and it 's used in some form
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throughout the world. However, it  has a tendency to loosen up if  it 's not holding a load
(especially in certain synthet ic ropes), which can cause it  to capsize or fall apart . There are many
variat ions of  the Bowline, and the Double-Knotted Bowline and the Water Bowline are two ways
of increasing the strength and security of  the basic Bowline. The Bowline is a useful knot to
know.

The Alpine Butterf ly (Butterf ly Loop, Lineman's Loop) is easy to remember, and it 's quick and
easy to t ie and dress, and it 's fairly easy to unt ie af ter it  has been under a strain. It  can be t ied in
the middle of  a rope when you don't  have access to the ends of  the rope, or it  can be t ied at
the end of  the rope. The Alpine Butterf ly can handle a pull in any direct ion, according to
Budworth, and it  can be used to help strengthen a damaged rope. It 's generally regarded as
being one of  the strongest and most secure loop knots, along with the Figure-Eight Loop and
the Double-Knotted Bowline.

Pract ice tying your favorite knots periodically (f rom dif ferent angles) so that you'll remember
how to t ie them when you need them.

For a mid-line loop or an end-line loop, my current preference is the double-wrapped Flying
Bowline, although sometimes I use the Alpine Butterf ly. When I need to pass a rope around an
object  and t ie of f  the end, I usually use the Adjustable Grip Hitch. I've never had problems with
slipping or jamming using these knots, but this doesn't  mean that they're the best knots for you
to use.

For other people's preferred knots, see the forum topics called "Best of  breed" knots? and Top
ten most useful knots at  the Internat ional Guild of  Knot Tyers.

 

"The Most Useful Rope Knots for the Average Person to Know -- Single-Loop Knots"  
URL: ht tp://www.Layhands.com/Knots/Knots_SingleLoops.htm

Modification History 
12/15/2010: Added the Carrick Loop, the Constrictor Loop, the Farmer's Loop, the Versa Vice

Loop, and the Zeppelin Loop. Added a link to another method of  tying the Alpine
Butterf ly.

07/02/2005: Added a link to another method of  tying the Alpine Butterf ly. Added the Perfect ion
Loop and two versions of  the Tugboat Bowline.

01/13/2005: Added pictures of  how to t ie the Alpine Butterf ly, the Double Dragon, and the
Figure-Eight Loop around an object . Added a couple of  links to the forum of the
Internat ional Guild of  Knot Tyers concerning ways of  "locking" a Bowline to make it
more secure. Added some quick and interest ing ways of  tying a Bowline. Added a
link to the forum of the Internat ional Guild of  Knot Tyers concerning the possibility
of  the Double Dragon jamming when there's a strain on both ends of  the rope.
Added the Water Bowline. Added a link to the forum of the Internat ional Guild of
Knot Tyers in which people have described their preferred knots.

04/22/2004: Added links to some alternate methods for tying the Alpine Butterf ly, Double
Dragon, and Figure-Eight Loop.

04/15/2004: Added the Double Dragon.
12/10/2002: New art icle.

Dave Root

Send e-mail to: dave@Layhands.com
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